
* Please read this owner·s manual carefully and thoroughly

before operating the unit!

* Take care of this manual for future reference.

MOBILE ROOM AIR CONDITIONER 
AM12HEIA4

INSTALATION & OPERATIONS MANUAL





Note: All the illustrations in this manual are for explanation 
purpose only. Your air conditioner may be slightly different. 
The actual shape shall prevail.They are subject to change 
without notice for future improuement.



WARNING

WARNING:









■ Wait or  the original setting.reset



FigC TEMP. indicator
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TEMP. indicator

* 1.In auto, cool and heat mode, TEMP.indicator display is setting temperature.
    2.In dry and fan mode, TEMP.indicator display is room temperature. 

* In cooling or heating mode, when - (            ) or + (            ) button is pressed, the setting 
    temperature is displayed and be adjusted.
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There are four kinds about control panel, Fig A ,Fig B,Fig C and Fig D, the actual shape 
shall prevail.



7.                             button

6.                            button                                           Press this button to enter sleep mode, which the unit will exit 
after 8 hours of continuous operation and restore to the previous status.

Note: With the unit on, press this button to set off timer. 
          With the unit off, press this button to set on timer. 

Note: The SLEEP function can not be activated in fan and dry mode.

Press this button, the           indicator light will illuminate.8.                  button

a. Press the "                            " button, the timer indicator light illuminates.
b. Press + (           ) or - (           ) button to select the desired time.
c. After setting time 5 seconds without other operation, the timing function will be 
   initiated automatically. If you press the timer button, there are no operation within 5 
   seconds or setting time is 0, the timing function will be cancelled automatically.
d. When the timing function is initiated, the unit displays the remaining time by press 
    the "timer" button once and cancel the timing function by press it again.

4.      (           ) or     (           ) button

a. Each time the + (           ) or - (           ) button is pressed, the setting temperature will
    increase or decrease by 1℃(1℉). The setting temperature ranges from 16℃ (60℉)～
  32℃(90℉).
b. By pressing both the +(           ) and - (           ) button at the same time(≥3s), the display 
    will toggle between Celsius and Fahrenheit.

5.                           button

The mode indicator light illuminates under the different mode.

Press this button, you can select the running mode as follows:
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1.                              button Press this button to make the unit run or stop.

Function buttons 

3.                            button Press this button, you can select the fan speed as follows:

The fan speed indicator light illuminates under the different fan speed.  

2.                      button

 auto           hi          med        low               

a. The running time of the unit has reached 250 hours, the filter reset indicator light will
    illuminates, and it means the air filter should be cleaned.
    After cleaning, you can press the "                  "  button, the filter reset indicator light
    will turns off and the running time will be cleared.
b. If you do not press the "                    " button when the filter reset indicator light 
    illuminates, the indicator light will always illuminates except the unit is power off.

Note: In fan mode,do not have auto fan speed; 
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auto        cool        dry       fan 

auto        cool        dry       fan      heat

Cool only units: 

Heat-pump type:
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maximum:120cm
minimum:30cm

Adaptor 
cap

Wall exhaust
adaptor

Adaptor B
(round mouth)

Note: Cover the hole 
using the adaptor cap 
when not in use.

Expansion screw sleeve 
position

Fig.G

1. Prepare a hole in the wall. 
    Install the wall exhaust 
    adaptor onto the wall by 
    using 4 expansion screw 
    sleeve and type C screws, 
    be sure to fix thoroughly.
2.  the exhaust duct to Connect
    wall exhaust adaptor.(Fig.G)

Note: 1.The duct can be compressed to 270mm minimum and extended to 1500mm 
             maximum. It is better to keep the duct length to a minimum .length
           2.Stretching or bending the duct excessively will affect the cooling efficiency.
           (As the following fig. Shows) 
             



Expansion screw sleeve(#), 
  Type C Screws(#)

4pc
4pc

opening angle

opening angle
use it.

2. No automatic wind sweep function models, air louver minimum opening angle:
.

The actual shape shall prevail.They are subject to change 
without notice for future improuement.





●Must use  and efficient grounding outlet matching with the plug of the dedicated
    air conditioner.

With the actual needs, you can make the installation with accessories of the unit.
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